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Sampei Usui 
TORELLI PROBLEM FOR SURFACES OF GENERAL TYPE (*) 
Summary: This article is a report of the present situation of the Torelli type problem 
for surfaces of general type. This article also contains new results on the surfaces 
with pg = 1, c\ = 2 and irt = Z / 2 1 . 
In his articles [G.l], [G.2] and [G.3], Griffiths gave a fundamental set-up 
for period mappings as a theory of moduli. Among others, he showed that, for 
a polarized family /\3C —• S of projective manifolds, 
(1.1) the Hodge filtration F on R7\(f) — Rn/*2£® 0S consists of ho-
lomorphic suhhundles, 
(1.2) the Gauss-Manin connection V of Rnif) satisfies 
VF* ( /$ ( / ) ) C £2S ® FP-^R^f)), and 
(1.3) thete exists a locally constant bilinear form Q defined over Q on 
the primitive part P%{f) of R%(f) which satisfies the Hodge-Riemann bi-
linear relations. 
Assume, for simplicity, that S is smooth. Fix a base point J 0 G 5 . 
Let S—*S be the covering defined by the representation p:ir1(S, s0)—> 
Aut(P" (XSQ, TL), Q) and let J: # ' •—• S be the family induced from / : '£ —* S. 
Classificazione per soggetto: AMS 14 D 
(*) The author was partially supported by C.N.R. during the period of January and 
February 1983 as a Visiting Professor in residence at Universita di Pisa. 
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Then, we can define a map 
<§ : S —• pi = flag manifold 
by $(?) =a[Fl(s)D... D F2 (s)] for ? = ( j , a ) e s ! 
Using these notations, we can translate (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) in the 
language of period map to 
(2.1) the period map *> is holomorphic, 
(2.2) the differential d& of <£ is given (up to © (~l)p) by the com-
position 
Kodaira-Spencer via 
m a P
 D l 7 T ^" t ract ion ^ TT Q /,-, J > , D i * , 7 \ \ ^ P ~ l map , ~ contractio  o ft „ "^ A - I ™ ~ 
T ? >RlUT~ >eHom$?(Gr£(i$(/)),Gr£ ! ( / $ ( / ) ) ) — • 7>; , 
(2.3) the image of <& lies in a locally closed submanifold D of FI 
restricted by the Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations. V = Im p acts properly 
discontinuously on D. In particular, D/T is a complex space and <!> induces 
a holomorphic map 3> : S —• D/T. 
In the above frame-work, Griffiths proposed the problems. For a suitable 
family / : %—+ S, 
(3.1) d$(S) : T~CS) —• TF/(3>(S)) is infective or not (infinitesimal To-
relli problem), and 
(3.2) 3> or <I» is injective or not (Torelliproblem). 
(Note that there are various type of Torelli problems according to various 
type of formulations of period map.) 
These are essential problems in the theory of moduli via period map. 
Torelli theorem holds for the family of curves, which is one of the most 
remarkable classical results and also recently refined by Oort-Steenbrink 
([O.S.]). Another famous examples are K3 surfaces and Enriques surfaces 
([H.l], [H.2]). As for K3 surfaces, not only the injectivity ([P.S.], [B.R.], 
[Sh.], [L.P.]) but also the surjectivity ([H.3], [T.l], [Si.]) of the period map 
are verified. 
Griffiths conjectured in [G.4] the following: 
(4) For a simply connected surface X of general type, 
H1 (X, Tx ) - * Horn (H° (X, to2x), H1 (X, £lx)) 
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should be infective !? 
(4) is affirmatively verified in the following cases: 
— Smooth hypersurfaces in 1PN ([G.2]). 
— Smooth complete intersections in 1PN ([U.l]). 
— Cyclic branched coverings of IP2 and IP1 x IP1 ([P.]). 
— Smooth weighted complete intersections satisfying some additional as-
sumptions ([U.2]). 
— Hypersurfaces in IP3 with ordinary singularities whose singular loci are 
complete intersections in IP3 ([U.3]). 
But, unfortunately (?), Kinev gave a counter-example to the conjecture 
(4) ([Ki.]), which is a certain surface with pg = c\ = 1. After this, the sur-
faces with pg = c\ = 1 have attracted our attention. 
Catanese proved in [C.l] that the canonical models of these surfaces are 
represented as weighted complete intersections of type (6,6) in P(l,2,2,3,3), 
which are the excluded case in [U.2], and that the period map is generi-
cally finite. Afterward, he proved that the degree of the period map is > 2 
([C2]). 
Todorov (]T.2]) and the author ([U.4]) showed independently and by 
different methods that the period map in question has some positive di-
mensional fibres. The former restricted himself only to those surfaces whose 
bicanonical maps are Galois coverings of P 2 . The latter pointed out also 
another surfaces, of course within the limit of pg = c\ — 1, at which the 
period map has positive dimensional fibres. 
The author continued to study this curious phenomenon, and succeded 
in explaining it as an effect of automorphisms of the surfaces in question. The 
principle is very simple, that is, in the general set-up, an automorphism o of 
X causes the decompositions of tf%(X,(L) and each FP(H>1 (X,C)) into their 
eigen subspaces, and these decompositions must be compatible. This gives 
restrictions to the image of the period map. On this principle, he explained 
the above phenomenon after complete classification of the automorphisms of 
the surfaces in question ([U.5]). 
When we restrict the period map to the surfaces with pg = cl = 1 
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and with an automorphism of order 3 acting trivially on ^(X,^), we get 
the global Torelli theorem ([U.6]). The author proved this by using the Torelli 
theorem for algebraic K3 surfaces. 
The author generalized in [U.7] the mixed Hodge structures of Deligne 
[D.2] to the relative case arising from a family of logarithmic deformations 
of Kawamata [Ka.]. In order to state this more precisely, let & = (.T, &,.$", 
fS,s0,ip) be a family of logarithmic deformations of a non-Singular triple 
o , 
(X, Y,X) (terminology is that in [Ka.]). We can consider the relative logarith-
mic De Rham complex Sl'Mogty) together with its weight filtration W and 
its Hodge filtration F. For the spectral sequences 
WEP'* = R p +7.(Gr^P (tydog m) ^Ep+" = WLp+qf*(Q.}(\og <&)) and 
FEp-q = R p + 7 , (Gi£(n ; ( log30) ) - •£ p + *=]R p +7,<n}( log<30) 
of hypercohomologies defined respectively by (£2r(logtf^), W,f*) and 
<n^(log<S^), -F, /*) , we can prove: 
(5.1) En = RnUf'Os) = Rn?,Z ®0S = RnQ{f), 
o . o o o 
w/?^ ^ / = /|T:#'—> S. The filtration W on Rn(f) is induced from a fil-
o 
tration on /?©(/) consisting of its sub-local systems* The filtration F on 
o o 
R%(f) consists of holomorphic sub-bundles of RQ(/). 
o 
(5.2) The triple (R^(f), W[n],F) is a variation of mixed Hodge struc-
ture, i.e. they satisfy 
(M.H.I) VF^^/MCn^F^-1^/)) , and 
(M.H.2) (Rnm(h W[n], F)(s) ~ (IP (Xs, 2 ) , W [»], F) 
for each point sES, where the left-hand-side is the restriction to the fibre 
over s and the right is the Deligne's mixed Hodge structure. 
W - 3 / W 2 W °° ' F 1 F <*> ' 
These are a generalization of (1.1) and (1.2), and hence we have the cor-
responding generalization of (2.1) and (2.2), that is, 
rs*s (6.1) The period map <*<: S ~•> F/ (-flag manifold) is holomorphic, 
and 
(6.2) the differential d$ of <£ is given (up to ® (-ly) by 
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Kodaira-Spencer via 
Ts ^ ^ K ^ - l o g ^ - ^ ^ 
Back to the surfaces with pg = c\ = 1, we can prove the following type 
of local Torelli theorem: 
(7) Let X be a surface with pg — c\ = 1 and let C be its unique 
canonical curve. Then, at the surface X with ample and smooth C, the local 
Torelli theorem holds in the sense of the variation of mixed Hodge structures, 
i.e. the map 
Hl(X,Tx(-\ogC)) —• H o m ^ ^ ^ d o g O J . H ^ ^ n i a o g C ) ) ) 
induced from the contraction is injective. 
Note that at least the surfaces, whose bicanonical maps are Galois 
coverings of IP2, satisfy the conditions in (7). 
Note. Todorov constructed further some surfaces of general type with pg = 1 
and 2 < c 2 < 8 as double covers of quartic Kummer surfaces with rational 
double points. And he showed that the period map for these surfaces has 
positive dimensional fibres. 
Catanese and Debarre descrived all the surfaces with pg = 1 and c\ = 2. 
According to the image of the bicanonical map 
/ |2ifsi : s — ' S - p 3 - deg/|2Ksl • degS = 8 
and the degree of the canonical map of the unique canonical curve C 
/ i « c | : C — P* . 
they devided the following 6 cases: 
(0) 2 is a quadric cone. 
(1) 2 is a smooth quadric. 
(2h) 2 is an irreducible quartic and deg/ ju; ( = 2. 
(2n) 2 is an irreducible quartic and d e g / ^ \ = \m 
(3h) 2 is of degree 8 and deg/ | t o , = 2. 
(3n) 2 is of degree 8 and deg/jw ( = 1. 
In case (0) TTi(S) — Z/2Z and in the other cases 7rj (5) ?= 1. For each case, 
they gave a structure theorem and descrived the canonical ring. 
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For the period map of these surfaces, the following things are known: 
— In case (0), every fibre of the period map is positive dimensional (Oliverio). 
— In case (2n) (this is the case investigated by Todorov), the period map has 
3-dimensional fibres (Todorov). 
— In the case when S is simply connected, the infinitesimal Torelli theorem 
holds on a Zariski open subset whose complement is nowhere dense (Cata-
nese). 
Additional Note. After writing out this manuscript I found a mistake in the 
preprint of Oliverio [O], After a correction, what he proved is the following: 
The infinitesimal Torelli theorem holds for general surfaces with pg=l, 
c\ = 2 and 7rx =Z/2Z . In this case I also proved the following: Assume 
furthermore that the canonical curve C of our surface X is smooth and 
ample, then the infinitesimal Torelli theorem by means of the mixed Hodge 
structure on X — C holds, i.e. the map 
Hl{X, 7x(-logC)) - + H o m ( ^ ( X , ^ ( l o g ^ ) ) , / / 1 ( X , ^ ( l o g C ) ) ) 
is infective (cf. [U.8]). 
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